One of the most challenging but interesting features is the capability in being compatible to camera frame rates.
Ⅰ. Introduction
It has been witnessed an unprecedented growth in the wireless device technology along with numerous groundbreaking wireless innovations. These innovations have significantly improved wireless communications. In the decade of internet connectivity, however, it remains a challenging to meet the demands on wireless services. The limited spectrum needs to be shared for thousand wireless devices per person/thing causing to a mass of interference that wireless communication using RF has unmitigated limitation remaining. Fortunately, the expansion of RF spectrum towards an unregulated, free and thousand times greater than RF spectrum, light, can circumvent that. Consequently, LED light technology brings massive opportunity that light is illumination now but going to be a service in the future [1] , has been becoming a feasible technology since the IEEE standard of VLC technology was first released in 2011 [2] . Recently, LiFi is supposedly to be ready to compete with RF and it could outshine WiFi in industrial settings in the not-too-distant future [3] . Task Group (TG7r1) [4] , taking consideration in both sub-section has got a major attraction and a high dense number of researches all around the world till now, as a survey of ISC technology in [5] showed.
The TG7r1 is known as the revision of VLC specification because it aims to bring the light closer to commercial services with more feasible applications. Most recently, the final release of the Technical Consideration Document (TCD) in the TG7r1 addressed the guideline of development direction for any technical proposal submitted [6] .
Evidently, the feasibility on this revised standard is addressed as to play the key role as well. As a consequence, the compatibility in supporting available cameras is involved.
The variety in image sensors and its global trend on various manufactured/deployed areas were reviewed in the recent-year studies [8, 9] . The survey references on the population of cameras manufacture and usage [8, 9] showed the variety and population of different camera types with different shutter operations (global shutter or progressive scan; rolling shutter; interlaced; and global reset release); frame rates (overwhelming majority belongs to less than 25fps frame rates group and no larger than 60fps frame rate group; high frame rates are of minor interest but still commercial used for specific purpose); resolutions (however the trend of high-resolution use is increasing); hardware connection interfaces Also, the survey concluded that the market on smart cameras usage is increasing and becoming essentially. The variety on cameras market on image sensors' shutter operations, frame rates, resolutions, and sampling rates has affected to the communications consideration, and led to the prior requirement of image sensor compatibility functionality. In addition to the growing market of cameras, the rapid increasing interests on ISC applications which has been seen. The selection of highlighted papers related to ISC technology from various applicant areas and services using light with ISC, refs [11, 12] Please refer to the January meeting minutes [16] for more detail. To compare our proposals to the other ones, Kookmin proposals take a major consideration on frame rate variation and image sensor compatibility.
To be compatible to varying frame rate image sensors, we assume that frame rate range of a typical camera may vary on a wide range, for example from 10fps to greater than 30fps. The reason is that our proposals target an application layer solution without any intervention into operating system or firmware or any modifying in hardware. This is suitable for most of devices nowadays. In contrast, the others take consideration on little variation of frame rate cameras in which an action on firmware or hardware solution may be considered for better communications performance. In summarization, the basic review of presented documents is only to give an overview on the activity of the TG recently. Any refer to original documents at [17, 18] would be appreciate.
Ⅲ. The Need of Compatibility Support

System model and analysis
According to [13] , an image sensor can be modeled as a two dimentional lightwave-to-digital converter. In this revised-model, all possible Fixed frame-rate Mode Varying frame-rate Mode Cameras Compatibility -Applied for controllable camera that the frame rate can be fixed [13] -Applied for all types of cameras [12] Communications Assumption -Camera is setup at a know frame rate.
-The variation of frame rate is allowed in within a small range at which the error correction is required additionally [17] .
-Assume camera has varying frame-rate inherently. -The variation is allowed in within a wide range, from 10fps to any frame rate above for example [12] .
Implement complexity and video quality consideration -Hacking existing camera firmware to fix frame rate, or controlling camera without being through an Operating System. -The video quality should be considered while the auto brightness adjustment mode is off [12] .
-Software programming (application layer) based on existing camera firmware [11] . -The data reception mode is operated along with video recording mode. Thus video quality is maintained while integrating ISC into video (e.g. Augmented reality). 
Frame rate variation analysis
To verify the variation in frame rate for a mathematical model of image sensor frame rate, an experimental result is presented in figure 3 . Two types of commercial camera are chosen which operate on the Window OS, a 30fps USB camera and 60fps USB camera respectively. A software application interface allows user to setup the operating frame rate of camera acquisition. The difference between setup value and recorded varying frame rate is of interest.
The variation in frame rate through an operating system is to adjust light brightness of image. Giving a model of camera frame rate variation mathematically, let    denote the varying frame-rate value at the specific moment t. Let E [  ] denote the mean value of frame rate, and ∆  be the maximum deviation of frame rate.
The varying frame-rate value at the moment t is considered as a function of time as follow. transmitter and camera receiver requires a prototype to allow a varying-frame-rate camera can decode data in an efficient way. A novel idea is that the clock information of a data packet, which can be understood as an index of the packet in an easy way, is encoded along with data before transmission in order to tell the receiver how to decode and recover a sequence of packets even if the frame rate of camera is unpredictable. However, instead of a long index, the clock information on our approaches is a form of a single bit only to minimize overhead.
And the delicate way the lock information is encoded along with data being a novel idea. 
Proposed Approaches
Spatial Scheme
Clock information is also encoded spatially with data. We call those LEDs which transmit reference signal (clock information of a data symbol) are reference-LEDs. The other LEDs which transmit data are called data-LEDs.
Frequency Domain Scheme
Data along with its clock information are transmitted as one symbol. But before transmission, the packet is encoded in frequency domain. Table 2 . Proposed Schemes for frame rate compatibility transmission. Table 2 indicates a brief comparison between those three.
Temporal scheme
The communications scheme is to solve the problem of frame-rate variation in the receiver by transmitting data along with its clock information together as one packet.
On a time domain transmission, a single LED or a LED panel is being used as a transmitter, and a rolling shutter camera is being used as a receiver.
The optical clock rate at several kHz is to avoid any flicker and being suitable for a shutter speed of a commercial rolling shutter image sensor on the market. For a detail in technology, please refer to Kookmin proposal number 16-0240-00 available on the IEEE mentor website [17] . Note that asynchronous bits being used as a form of clock information encoding on the time domain. Additionally, the decoding procedure on the receiver side consists of "forward decoding" and "backward decoding" to achieve high performance in data reception. A "data fusion" technique, which is a process in asynchronous decoding to group data parts (forward optical clock rate The frequency at which the data is clocked out to the optical source.
symbol rate
The number of different symbols across the transmission medium per time. It shows how fast the data symbol is clocked out (e.g. 10 symbol/sec). Note that a symbol definition is up to the modulation scheme.
clock information (of a data packet/symbol) The information represents the state of a symbol clocked out. The clock information is transmitted along with a symbol to help a receiver identifying an arrival state of new symbol under presence of frame rate variation.
frame rate variation
This term is applied for a typical camera when a fixed frame rate video mode is not supported or an auto-frame rate mode is selected by a software application. The frame rate variation is limited by the range of frame rate (frame rate range) frame rate range
The range observed of frame rate in a selected video mode which is lower limited by the minimum practical frame rate and upper limited by the maximum practical frame rate during the recording time.
varying shutter speed
Shutter speed stands for the length of time a camera shutter is open to expose light into the image sensor. Auto-exposure in video mode causes the variation in shutter speed, hence the available bandwidth is varying.
sampling rate
The number of rows are sequentially obtained per time in a rolling shutter image sensor (also known as row-scanning rate). However, in a global shutter image sensor, the frame rate is equal to the sampling rate.
rolling sampling rate the practical sampling rate observed from the selected resolution mode of an output image. By using a output image to extract data, the practical sampling rate is less than the sampling rate in an image sensor because the output image resolution is reduced.
reference LEDs In the spatial scheme, the reference-LEDs do not transmit any data but a reference signal (a specific form of clock information) to help a varying frame-rate receiver decoding data.
data LEDs The LEDs which transmit data in the spatial scheme.
asynchronous bit A form of clock information in the temporal scheme to solve frame rate variation problem.
majority symbol voting
When the frame rate of a camera receiver is much less than the symbol rate of a transmitter, a symbol which is transmitted multiple times will be re-captured multiple times. The clock information of a symbol shows that the symbol is repeated or first time transmitted. The majority voting scheme which is applied to vote all captured symbols on a same clock to output a data symbol can enhance error rate.
available bandwidth
The bandwidth limited by the upper physical limit of camera; typically by the shutter speed. The lower limit for the available bandwidth is defined by eye cut-off frequency, e.g. 200Hz, for flicker-free application.
global exposure time (or capturing time) This term is used specifically in rolling shutter camera to differentiate with the exposure time (the time a row of pixel in an image sensor exposes to light). It is the time from the moment the first-row shutter opens to the moment the last-row shutter close.
rolling effect This happens in a rolling shutter camera receiver in which camera exposes sequentially to light. Different LEDs may be captured at different time instances on an image due to the rolling effect. Table 3 . Proposed definitions in our schemes for frame rates compatibility and backward parts) those belong to one packet, is a novel idea to be noticed. There are two types of data fusion that happens according to the value of asynchronous bits, including inter-frame fusion and intra-frame fusion: "inter-frame fusion" is to group data parts from different images "intra-frame fusion" is to group data parts from an image.
Temporal scheme
The communications scheme is to solve the problem of frame-rate variation in the receiver by transmitting data along with its clock information spatially. A spatial-MIMO transmitter is used in this scheme.
To employ data transmission spatially, a set of . In order to transmit data along with its clock information spatially, the terms of data group and reference group of LEDs are being used. For more clear understand, "data group" is a group of data LEDs those operate together to transmit a data symbol;
meanwhile "reference group" is a group of reference LEDs those operate together to transmit a reference signal.
Frequency Domain Scheme
The communications scheme is to solve the problem of frame-rate variation in the receiver. A data along with its clock information together are transmitted as one symbol. But before transmission, the packet is encoded in frequency domain.
The system of frequency-domain approach is quite similar to prototype in the time domain in the usage of transmitter type and receiver type.
However, for a detail in technology, once again, any refer to Kookmin proposal available on the IEEE mentor website [17] is appreciated. The specific number of document is 16-0240-00. Noticeably, "frequency symbol" which is defined as a frequency in coding table that is encoded from a packet of data long with its clock information is used throughout the document. Some more useful definitions related to three proposed schemes are found on table 3.
Performance Analysis
There are plenty of ways in employing three proposed approaches. In this limited paper, we introduce some of our modulation schemes regarding to the proposed protocols. The given modulation 
Ⅴ. Conclusion and Discussion
The letter has reviewed our contributions at the 
